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About AIIM

AIIM is the community that provides education, research, and best 

practices to help organizations find, control, and optimize their information. 

As a neutral and unbiased source of information, AIIM serves the needs of 

its members and the industry through the following activities:

 Market Education  Peer Networking

 Professional Development  Industry Advocacy

Learn more about AIIM at www.aiim.org

and join www.AIIMcommunities.org
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www.aiim.org

For intelligent 

information management

www.aiim.org/training www.aiim.org/members

Check out your member benefits 

Join the conversation now at 

www.AIIMcommunities.org

focusing on ERM, Capture,

Enterprise 2.0 & SharePoint 
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Follow AIIM on www.twitter.com

AIIM Community – www.twitter.com/aiimcommunity

John Mancini – www.twitter.com/jmancini77

Atle Skjekkeland – www.twitter.com/skjekkeland

Peggy Winton – www.twitter.com/pwwinton

Bryant Duhon – www.twitter.com/bduhon

Vlad Enache – www.twitter.com/vladenache

Betsy Fanning – www.twitter.com/bfanning

Theresa Resek – www.twitter.com/tmresek

Beth Mayhew – www.twitter.com/bethmayhew
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Alfresco – www.alfresco.com

Alfresco is the open platform for social content 

management

EMC Corporation – www.EMC.com

EMC Corporation is a leading provider of information 

infrastructure technology, enabling organizations to 

transform the way they compete and create value from 

their information. 

Hyland Software, Inc. – www.hyland.com

One of the world's largest independent ECM software 

vendors, Hyland Software develops OnBase.

IBM Enterprise Content Management –
www.ibm.com/software/ecm

We provide solutions for organizations to make better 

decisions faster by managing content, governing its 

lifecycle and leveraging it for key business insights and 

outcomes.

Iron Mountain – http://storeaccessmanage.com

Store, access and manage your essential documents 

anytime, anywhere, with Iron Mountain’s Document 

Management Solutions.

Kodak – www.kodak.com/go/docimaging

Kodak provides a seamless package of scanners, 

software, services, and support for a complete 

document imaging solution. 

Open Text, The Content Experts –
http://www.opentext.com/2/global/innovate/innovate-

getyourcopy.htm

Discover the future of content and learn how to control 

your content chaos: ―Managing Content in the Cloud‖  

by Tom Jenkins, Executive Chairman and Chief Strategy 

Officer of Open Text.

Thank You to the Underwriters of this Event
Microsoft – http://sharepoint.microsoft.com

SharePoint is the business collaboration platform for the enterprise and the Internet. 
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John Mancini – AIIM President

Geoffrey Moore – Managing Director, TCG Advisors

Tricia Bush – Director, SharePoint Enterprise Team, Microsoft
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Geoffrey Moore

Managing Director
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Agenda

• Setting the Context

• Enterprise IT Today

• The Impact of Consumer IT

• Forcing Functions for Adoption

• Next-Generation Content is ―Social‖

• What is Social Content?

• Relevance to B2B enterprises

• Relevance to B2C enterprises

• The Future of Content Management

• In B2B enterprises

• In B2C enterprises
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Enterprise IT: Start Of The Next Growth Cycle
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Enterprise IT: Start Of The Next Growth Cycle

Digesting Y2K binge, tech bubble, finance 

meltdown, widening consumption gap
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Enterprise IT: The Current State
Systems of Record are Largely Complete

• Transaction systems for global commerce . . . 

• Financials, Order Processing, Inventory, HR, CRM, Supply Chain . . .

• Mainframes, minis, client-server, PC, Internet-enabled, SaaS

• Drove three decades of investment

• Data centers everywhere

• Databases, OLTP, reporting and analytics

• Network as a transport mechanism

• Y2K put the capstone on this trend

• Pulled forward a half decade of investment

• Enterprise IT had to go through a long “digestive” period

• This decade’s focus has been on optimization and efficiency

© 2010, TCG Advisors LLC
December 14, 2010
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IT Innovation: For the Past Decade

Enterprise IT

On Hold

Consumer  IT

On Fire

© 2010, TCG Advisors LLC
December 14, 2010
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Redefining IT for Consumers
Engaging with the World, Digitally

• Access

• Infinite content, no barriers to entry, no barriers to exit

• Communications are any-to-many-to-one

• Social networks, blogs, Skype, Twitter

• Broadband

• Pictures and video are the killer apps

• Newspapers and magazines are toast

• TV and radio are being reengineered even as we speak

• Mobile

• PC for the emerging markets

• iPhone sets the bar in mature markets

• Texting, camera, location-based services

© 2010, TCG Advisors LLC
December 14, 2010
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From Systems of Record to 
Systems of Engagement

Systems of 

Record

Systems of 

Engagement

IT Focus

Business Focus

User Focus

Core Value

Performance

Standard

Transactions

Commerce &

Services

Facts, Dates,

Commitments

Single Source

of the Truth

Accuracy &

Completeness

Interactions

Communication & 

Entertainment

Feelings, Ideas,

Relationships

Open Forum for

Discovery & Dialog

Immediacy &

Accessibility

© 2010, TCG Advisors LLC
December 14, 2010

Applications ERP, CRM, HR Facebook, YouTube, Twitter
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Big Disconnect on Monday Morning

© 2010, TCG Advisors LLC
December 14, 2010
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Big Disconnect on Monday Morning

What will force Enterprise IT

to adopt Consumer IT?

© 2010, TCG Advisors LLC
December 14, 2010
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Global Business Dynamics
Will Drive the Enterprise IT Revolution

© 2010, TCG Advisors LLC
December 14, 2010

Outsourcing

Globalization

Commoditization

Differentiation

Specialization

Resource 

Reallocation
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Impact on B2B Enterprises

• Increased demand for

• Collaboration

• Relationship Management

• Challenge:  To engage with peers globally to solve problems

• Answers are not in Systems of Record

• They are in other people’s (and often other companies’) heads

• Burden falls on the middle of the organization

• Not front-line workers engaged in transactional workflows

• Not top executives engaged in strategic issues

• Need to invest in ―IT for the middle tier‖

• Communication and collaboration systems

• Broad and easy access to Systems of Record on demand

© 2010, TCG Advisors LLC
December 14, 2010
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Systems of Engagement for B2B

© 2010, TCG Advisors LLC
December 14, 2010

• Enterprise Facebook

• Enterprise YouTube

• Enterprise Twitter

• Global presence detection

• On-demand conferencing

• Telepresence everywhere

• Mobile access  to everything

• Global search

• Community content 

management

• With more revolutionary

applications to come . . . . 

• The Revolution

• Scale collaborative capabilities 

through systems of engagement

• Spotlight falls on the middle of 

the enterprise organization

• Not about getting more 

efficiency from the bottom

• Not about getting better 

strategic views at the top

• Path Forward

• Invest in the productivity of 

knowledge workers and 

relationship managers
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Impact on B2C Enterprises

• Commoditization
• Massive volumes but at very low margins

• Margin relief is key for developed economies

• Consumer preference is the critical lever

• From Transactions to Interactions
• Battle for preference at the moment of choice

• Offline demographic promotions being disintermediated

• Pressure to make relevant offers in real time

• Answers are in computers or databases

• But they are tiny needles in massive haystacks

• Must find them and activate them before prospect moves on

Make the moment count—At scale!
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Systems of Engagement for B2C

© 2010, TCG Advisors LLC
December 14, 2010

• Collaborative filtering

• Behavioral targeting

• Personalized transactions

• Location-based services

• Predictive analytics

• Machine learning

• Fraud detection

• Multi-channel engagement

• Social networking

• With more to come . . . .

• Next-Gen Point of View

• Be engaging through RIA

• Be relevant through analytics

• Spotlight falls on user 

experiences and metadata

• Transaction processing is 

necessary but not sufficient

• Path Forward

• Overlay SORs with composite 

applications to make them 

more socially attractive, 

personally relevant, and 

economically effective
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The Impact on Content Managment

Enterprise Content 

Management

Content Management for 

Systems of Record

Content Management for

Systems of Engagement

Primary

Record Type

Searchability

System

Usability

Access Mgmt

Retention

Risk Focus

Documents

(Text, Graphics)

Easy

User gets trained on

system, follow-on support

Regulated & Contained

Permanent

Security

Media

(Image, Audio, Video)

Hard

User “knows” system from

consumer experience

Ad hoc & Open

Transient

Liability

Content
Individually 

Authored
Communal

© 2010, TCG Advisors LLC
December 14, 2010

Social Content 

Management
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Social Content Management

• Systems of Engagement are social by nature

• Project teams, relationship managers, user groups, social networks, 

even consumer interactions

• Their artifacts are not enterprise content

• Ownership is blurred, authority is shared, rights are undeclared, 

governance is ambiguous

• But these artifacts are valuable to enterprises

• Content is immediate and direct, metadata is scalable, analytics are 

revealing

• So they do need management

• Both for governance and for a productivity

• And no one is clear about how to do this programmatically today

© 2010, TCG Advisors LLC
December 14, 2010
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The Future of Social Content Management
Evolution in B2B Applications

Productivity
Capture, store, Index, and retrieve streaming media related to online meetings to 

facilitate follow-up and allow absent employees to get up to speed

© 2010, TCG Advisors LLC
December 14, 2010
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Manage communication systems and social media for multi-site 
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The Future of Social Content Management
Evolution in B2B Applications
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Cycle Time Reduction
Interface SOR content on a secure basis with SOE 

communication & collaboration systems to support 

real-time decision making
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Broadcast

The Future of Social Content Management 
Evolution in B2C Applications 

© 2010, TCG Advisors LLC
December 14, 2010

Support marketing’s use of rich media assets to compete for mind share of 

prospects and customers in broadband channels of communication
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Broadcast

The Future of Social Content Management 
Evolution in B2C Applications 

© 2010, TCG Advisors LLC
December 14, 2010

Support marketing’s use of rich media assets to compete for mind share of 

prospects and customers in broadband channels of communication

Connect
Capture and manage multi-channel contact information for consumers 

to enable one-way alerts and two-way e-commerce transactions on any 

anywhere, anytime basis
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Broadcast

The Future of Social Content Management 
Evolution in B2C Applications 
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Support marketing’s use of rich media assets to compete for mind share of 

prospects and customers in broadband channels of communication

Connect
Capture and manage multi-channel contact information for consumers 

to enable one-way alerts and two-way e-commerce transactions on any 

anywhere, anytime basis

Learn
Leverage social media to enable customers and prospects to 

express their opinions and preferences, and extract and provide 

information on a publish & subscribe basis
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Maintain state of customer-provided information during 

an interaction even as it transitions from one system or 

channel to another

Broadcast

Support

The Future of Social Content Management 
Evolution in B2C Applications 
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Maintain state of customer-provided information during 

an interaction even as it transitions from one system or 

channel to another

Broadcast

Support

Personalize
Extract metadata from web traffic and SORs 

to better target online promotions

The Future of Social Content Management 
Evolution in B2C Applications 
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Support marketing’s use of rich media assets to compete for mind share of 

prospects and customers in broadband channels of communication

Connect
Capture and manage multi-channel contact information for consumers 

to enable one-way alerts and two-way e-commerce transactions on any 

anywhere, anytime basis

Learn
Leverage social media to enable customers and prospects to 

express their opinions and preferences, and extract and provide 

information on a publish & subscribe basis
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Recap

• Setting the Context

• Enterprise IT Today

• The Impact of Consumer IT

• Forcing Functions for Adoption

• Next-Generation Content is ―Social‖

• What is Social Content?

• Relevance to B2B enterprises

• Relevance to B2C enterprises

• The Future of Content Management

• In B2B enterprises

• In B2C enterprises

Done!

Huge!

Global!

Messy!

Collaboration!

Competition!

From Productivity to Co-Innovation

From Broadcast to Co-Innovation
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 The briefing will explain the AIIM roadmaps in more detail, but also 

lead a discussions about what this means for your organization, 

necessary changes, and next steps. 

 Learn how your organization can use IT in a new way to improve 

customer relationships and operational effectiveness. 

 Learn how to develop your own social business road map

 Agenda

 Enterprise Computing 2010-2020

 Systems of Record meet Systems of Engagement

 Implications for Enterprise IT

 Stairway to heaven for customer conversions

 Stairway to heaven for operational productivity

 Stairways of investments

 Next steps
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Presented by:

Next Steps

White Paper release after 1st of year – attendees on 

this webinar will automatically get a copy.

Launching a series of one-day strategy briefings for 

organizations – just part of a broader program…

Focused on translating the concepts of Systems of 

Record and Systems of Engagement into ACTION.
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Email Jesse Wilkins at 

jwilkins@aiim.org

for more information or  

to be possible candidate for 

beta group
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Introducing our Sponsor

Tricia Bush

Director – SharePoint Enterprise Team

Microsoft
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49 |   SharePoint Server 2010 for Internet Sites Microsoft confidential. 

OWNED
High Performance Websites

are Central to your Strategy

PAID
Advertising, Media, PodcastsEARNED

Social Media Everywhere

http://www.hardrock.com/
http://advertising.microsoft.com/creative-advertising?CreativeShowcase_CampaignID=2312
http://advertising.microsoft.com/creative-advertising?CreativeShowcase_CampaignID=2304






54 |   SharePoint Server 2010 for Internet Sites Microsoft confidential. 

Learn More at 
https://sharepoint.microsoft.com

Tricia Bush – tbush@microsoft.com





Questions?
On the bottom left hand side 

of your screen, 

type your question in the white box 

and hit ―Submit Question‖ Button.
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More webinars coming in 2011 

Visit

www.aiim.org/webinars

And check out our Webinar Archive at

www.aiim.org/WebinarArchive
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